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 Our topic in this paper is moral permissions, in particular permissions not to do what will 

have the best outcome impartially considered. We’ll discuss the basis of these permissions and 

how they relate to other moral ideas such as your special duties to people who are close to you, 

such as your family and friends. Our main positive suggestion will be that the strength of the 

permissions, compared both to each other and to the duty to promote another’s good, isn’t 

constant but varies with that person’s closeness to you. If there’s a band within which you’re 

permitted to make certain choices, that band moves. 

 We’ll discuss two main types of permission, of which the first are agent-favouring 

permissions, or permissions to favour yourself. If you can give either one unit of happiness to 

yourself or five units to another person, impartial consequentialism says you must give the five 

units to the other person. But common-sense morality disagrees. It says that while you do 

nothing wrong if you give the five units to the other, you also do nothing wrong if you give the 

one unit to yourself. That’s because you’re permitted, at least up to a point, to prefer your own 

lesser to another’s greater good, for example, your own lesser to her greater happiness.2 This 

agent-favouring permission underlies the common-sense idea that some acts are supererogatory, 

or beyond the call of duty. It would certainly be commendable of you to give the five units to the 

other person, but it’s supererogatory rather than something you’re morally required to do. And 
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the reason it’s supererogatory is that you’re permitted to care somewhat more about yourself. 

 But there are also agent-sacrificing permissions, or permissions to care less about 

yourself. If you can give either two units of happiness to yourself or one unit to another person, 

impartial consequentialism says you must give the two units to yourself, because that will result 

in the most happiness. Common sense again disagrees, saying you do nothing wrong if you give 

the one unit to the other person. You don’t have a duty to do this, since you likewise do nothing 

wrong if you prefer your own two units. But you’re not required to maximize happiness 

impartially. You have another permission not to do what will have the best outcome, now an 

agent-sacrificing permission to produce somewhat less good for another rather than somewhat 

more for yourself.3 

 So common sense grants both permissions to care more about your own good and 

permissions to care less. Assuming it’s right to do so, what is the basis of these permissions? We 

start with the more familiar case of agent-favouring permissions. If you’re permitted to prefer 

your own lesser to another’s greater good, why is this so? 

 

1. Agent-Favouring Permissions 

 Many philosophical accounts of agent-favouring permissions ground them in a conflict 

between two types of reason. On one side are impersonal or moral reasons to promote the good 

of all people impartially; on the other are personal or prudential reasons to care 

disproportionately about your own. The clash between these types of reasons, it’s then said, 

yields agent-favouring permissions. Samuel Scheffler’s appeal to “the independence of the 

personal point of view” is one account of this type. According to Scheffler we aren’t just 
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impartial maximizers but have a special attachment to our own projects and interests, with each 

of these standpoints generating or recognizing a distinct type of reason. Granting an agent-

favouring permission rather than requiring us to maximize impartially recognizes this duality in 

our motivational structure.4 

 But these reason-based accounts, as we’ll call them, either don’t yield sufficiently broad 

agent-favouring permissions or give them the wrong rationale. The permissions common sense 

grants are fairly extensive. If you’re permitted to prefer one unit of your own happiness to five 

units for another person, you may also be permitted to prefer one of your own to six or seven for 

another, and you’re certainly permitted to prefer it to four, three, or two units for another. 

 But imagine, as is perfectly consistent with reason-based accounts, that impersonal and 

personal reasons can be weighed precisely against each other. Imagine, for example, that while 

impersonal reasons count everyone’s happiness equally, your personal reasons count your own 

happiness ten times as much as other people’s, and the two types of reason have exactly equal 

weight. Then weighing them against each other will result in a ranking that splits the difference 

between them and is equivalent to a single ranking counting your own happiness five times as 

much as other people’s. And while this ranking lets you choose either one unit of happiness for 

yourself or five units for another, it requires you to prefer six units for another to one for yourself 

and also requires you to prefer one unit for yourself to four, three, or two for another. Given full 

comparability between reasons or points of view, their duality yields no broader a permission 

than does impartial consequentialism. The permission may involve a precise 1:5 rather than 1:1 

ratio, but it’s no more extensive.5 

 A reason-based account can avoid this result by denying that the conflicting reasons can 
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be precisely compared. Derek Parfit takes this line. He says that if you can give either one unit of 

happiness to yourself or a thousand units to another, your impersonal reason outweighs your 

personal one and you should prefer the thousand. But if your choice is between one for yourself 

and five for another, it may be that neither reason outweighs the other nor that they’re exactly 

equal in weight; likewise if you have a choice between one for yourself and six, four, or three for 

another. When reasons can’t be determinately compared, however, you’re free to act on either. 

So given a broad band within which reasons aren’t precisely comparable, there’s an equally 

broad band of agent-favouring permissions.6 

 But this account gives the resulting permissions the wrong rationale. For it makes it a 

necessary condition for their existence, and therefore for the existence of supererogation, that 

reasons not be completely comparable. But surely when common sense holds that some acts are 

beyond the call of duty it isn’t thinking about the comparability of reasons; it has no view about 

so recherche a topic. It simply finds it persuasive that morality doesn’t demand large sacrifices of 

you to give only slightly greater benefits to others – to do so would be unreasonable. It may be 

replied that we could never weigh reasons precisely, and this is true at least epistemically. But 

the fact that we can’t assign precise weights to reasons is consistent with there being, 

metaphysically, completely determinate truths about what those weights are. And the common-

sense view isn’t that supererogation is a merely epistemic phenomenon. It’s not just that we have 

to act as if two choices are both permitted because we can’t know which is required; it’s that the 

choices are in fact both permitted. For that metaphysical view to be justified in Parfit’s way the 

weights of reasons would have to be in fact only partly determinate, and our belief in 

supererogation surely doesn’t depend on that abstruse metaphysical claim. 
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 There are other reason-based accounts of agent-favouring permissions, but they have 

other objectionable features.7 And we think this whole approach is misguided. It tries to derive 

the permissions from more basic normative factors that aren’t themselves permissions but count 

positively in favour of an act, such as a reason or an “ought other things equal” to do it. And we 

don’t think the relevant “may” can be derived in the right way from just “oughts.” A successful 

account must start with moral factors some of which are themselves permissive. We now 

propose an account of this sort, formulated using language derived from W.D. Ross. 

 This account generates agent-favouring permissions by positing an independent and 

underivative permission to pursue your own good. More specifically, it holds that alongside a 

prima facie duty, or duty other things equal, to promote everyone’s happiness impartially, you 

have a prima facie permission to promote your own happiness. This permission has to be 

weighed against the impartial duty and in some cases will lose to it. If you can produce either 

one unit of happiness for yourself or a thousand units for another person, your duty outweighs 

your permission and what’s true all things considered is that you ought to produce the thousand. 

But if you can produce either one unit for yourself or five for another, the permission outweighs 

the duty and you’re permitted all things considered to favour yourself.8 

 Unlike the two accounts discussed above, this one yields broad agent-favouring 

permissions even if all normative factors can be precisely compared. Let’s say your prima facie 

permission outweighs your prima facie duty up to but not beyond the point where the ratio of 

benefits to you and the other is exactly 1:5. Then you’re permitted to prefer one unit of your own 

happiness to five for the other, though not to six for the other. But you’re also permitted to prefer 

one unit of your own happiness to four, three, or two units for the other, because a permission 
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that outweighs a four-unit gain in happiness also outweighs a three-unit, two-unit, or one-unit 

gain. The resulting all-things-considered permission is therefore broad even if the moral truth is 

completely determinate, and it’s also only a permission, involving no duty to prefer your one 

unit. The prima facie duty to promote happiness impartially that weighs against it implies a 

prima facie permission to do so, and since nothing conflicts with that permission, you’re also 

permitted all things considered to prefer the other’s five. As common sense holds, in a one-for-

you vs. five-for-another case you may make either choice. 

 Some may resist the idea that there are underivative permissions, saying that if an act is 

permitted there must be some deeper explanation why. If this objection is based on the more 

general view that no normative truths can be underivative, it raises metaethical issues beyond the 

scope of this paper. But many, including Scheffler and Parfit, think there can be underivative 

truths about reasons or oughts. If asked why we have reason or ought other things equal to 

promote happiness impartially, they’ll say there’s no explanation: we just do. But the concepts of 

ought and permission are interdefinable. You ought to do an act when you’re not permitted not to 

do it, and you’re permitted to do it when it’s not the case that you ought not to. But then there’s 

no reason why, if claims using one of these concepts can be underivatively true, claims using the 

other cannot. If it can be a primitive truth that you’re other things equal not permitted not to do 

something such as pursue your happiness, surely it can also be a primitive truth that you are 

permitted to do it. 

 Others may object to the idea that permissions can have weights. We understand what it 

is for one prima facie duty to be stronger than another, they may say, but talk of a permission’s 

weight is meaningless. 
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 Again, however, we see no force in this objection. What exactly is the strength of a prima 

facie duty? We think it’s just that duty’s tendency, in competition with other duties and perhaps 

permissions, to make some act your all-things-considered duty. One duty is therefore stronger 

than another if it has more of that tendency, so a prima facie duty to do X is stronger than a prima 

facie duty not to do X if, taking the two together, what’s true on balance is that you ought to do 

X. Just as one physical force is stronger than another if, when they conflict, it does more to 

determine the physical outcome, so one prima facie duty is stronger than another if it does more 

to determine a normative outcome, by making the act it favours simply your duty. 

 But the same analysis can be applied to permissions: the strength of a prima facie 

permission is again its tendency to determine a normative outcome, now by making an act all 

things considered permitted. We don’t need this concept in order to weigh permissions directly 

against each other, because they don’t conflict. A prima facie permission to do X and a prima 

facie permission not to do X don’t oppose each other, since it can be true both that you’re 

permitted all things considered to do X and that you’re permitted all things considered not to; you 

can have the option to choose either. But we do need the concept to weigh prima facie 

permissions against duties. A prima facie permission to do X and a prima facie duty not to do X 

do conflict, and we have to decide which is stronger. If the permission is stronger, you’re all 

things considered permitted to do X; if the duty is stronger, X is all things considered forbidden. 

As was the case with duties, a permission’s weight is just its capacity to determine, in 

competition with other factors, an all-things-considered normative outcome, though now a 

permission rather than a duty. And once we’ve weighed permissions against duties in this way, 

we can use the result to weigh them indirectly against each other. If the permission to do X 
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outweighs some duties that the permission to do Y does not but the opposite never occurs, the 

permission to do X is stronger. Though it doesn’t win in direct conflicts with the permission to do 

Y, it wins other conflicts that the permission to do Y does not. 

 So we see no sound objections to positing an underivative permission to pursue your own 

good, and an account that does so may have the further advantage of allowing a more complete 

account of supererogation. 

 The concept of supererogation has two sides. On one side, a supererogatory act isn’t 

morally required; on the other side, it’s somehow better than its alternative, or “beyond” duty in 

a sense that connotes superiority. A complete account of the concept must capture this second 

side, explaining how supererogatory acts are better even though not strictly your duty. 

 We could attempt this by noting that supererogatory acts have better consequences than 

their alternatives, for example, five units of happiness rather than one. But this isn’t a specifically 

moral property of the acts, since it can be shared by purely physical facts such as sunny weather 

and good food. We could also note that supererogatory acts are usually done from a more 

virtuous motive, such as an altruistic desire for another’s five units of happiness rather than a 

selfish desire for your one. But this isn’t an essential feature of supererogation. If you see Warren 

Buffet drowning and try to save him at significant risk to your life but do so only because you 

think he’ll give you a large reward if you succeed, your act is still supererogatory, in the sense of 

beyond the call of duty, even though your motive is entirely selfish.9 As Holly Smith has 

remarked,10 the concept of supererogation is a deontic one, in the same family as right and 

wrong, rather than one from the theory of moral virtue or of moral credit and blame. Its 

superiority must therefore be accounted for in purely deontic terms. 
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 This is again something reason-based accounts can’t do. If you choose another person’s 

five units of happiness over your own one, your act is impersonally or morally better. But if you 

choose the one for yourself, that’s personally or prudentially better. And on these accounts 

there’s no ground to prefer one kind of betterness, the impersonal or the personal, to the other; at 

the all-things-considered level, your two acts are on a par. 

 But the permission-based account may be able to do better. According to it, each of your 

choices is supported by prima facie moral factors: the prima facie permission to pursue your own 

happiness on one side, and the prima facie duty to pursue happiness impartially, which implies a 

prima facie permission to do so, on the other. Whichever choice you make you exercise a prima 

facie permission, but if you give the five units to the other you also fulfil a prima facie duty, and 

this may explain that act’s superiority. A key feature of prima facie duties is that they don’t 

disappear when they’re outweighed. They remain as part of the moral situation and can leave 

what Robert Nozick calls “moral traces.”11 One of these is the appropriateness of your feeling, if 

not quite guilt, then what Ross called “compunction” about not fulfilling an outweighed duty;12 

another can be a duty to compensate the person to whom the duty was owed. And a third trace, 

we now suggest, may be to explain why supererogatory acts are superior: though no more 

permissible than their alternatives, they fulfil a prima facie duty that the alternatives don’t and 

are therefore on balance better. The prima facie permission opposing them makes them not 

required, but the prima facie duty favouring them makes them deontically higher-ranked. 

 The permission-based account therefore has several advantages over reason-based ones, 

but it also needs a complication. A plausible moral view can’t grant agent-favouring permissions 

without also imposing deontological constraints such as one against killing the innocent. 
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Otherwise the same permission that lets you save your own life rather than save the lives of five 

others will permit you to kill five others if that’s necessary to save your life, for example, if you 

need their organs for transplant to yourself. If there’s no intrinsic difference between killing and 

allowing to die, you’ll be permitted to prefer your life to theirs in both cases – a result that’s even 

farther from common sense than impartial consequentialism is.13 But not only must the 

permissions be accompanied by deontological constraints, they can have no special weight 

against them. Surely if it’s wrong to kill one innocent person to save two others, as deontological 

moralities hold, it’s also and equally wrong when one of the two is you: your agent-favouring 

permission has no bearing on this case. So the prima facie permission to pursue your own good 

must have more weight against the duty to promote the good than it does against deontological 

constraints, and that leads to a more complex structure than if the permission had the same 

weight against all duties. But the complication is needed in any account of agent-favouring 

permissions: a reason-based account too must say the reason to promote your own good has 

more weight against an impersonal reason than it does against deontological ones if it’s to forbid 

killing one to save two who include yourself.  

 

2. Agent-Sacrificing Permissions 

 Given this account of agent-favouring permissions we now turn to agent-sacrificing ones. 

And here there’s a further difficulty for reason-based views such as Scheffler’s and Parfit’s, for 

it’s not clear that they even allow these permissions. If you can give either two units of happiness 

to yourself or one to another person, your personal reason favours giving the two to yourself but 

so does your impersonal reason, since this will produce the most happiness. But if both types of 
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reason favour the same act, that act should surely be required and the alternative of giving one 

unit to the other person should be all things considered forbidden.14 

 A permission-based view has no such difficulty. It can generate agent-sacrificing 

permissions by positing another underivative prima facie permission, now one not to pursue your 

own good. If you can give either two units of happiness to yourself or one unit to another person, 

you have on one side a prima facie duty to produce the most happiness, which favours giving 

yourself the two. But you also have a prima facie permission not to pursue your happiness, and if 

this permission outweighs the duty, you’re all things considered permitted to prefer the other’s 

one unit. You’re not required to do this, because your prima facie duty to produce the most 

happiness implies a prima facie permission to do so, and that permission is undefeated. But by 

positing a second underivative permission we can explain agent-sacrificing as well as agent-

favouring permissions. You’re permitted other things equal not to do what will give you 

happiness, and are therefore sometimes permitted on balance to prefer another’s lesser to your 

greater happiness. 

 This second underivative permission connects with a striking view of Ross’s while also 

giving it a more persuasive rationale. Ross held that though there’s a moral duty to pursue other 

people’s happiness, there’s no duty of any kind to pursue your own; you ought to seek 

knowledge and virtue in yourself, but are under no obligation to seek your happiness.15 But he 

stated this view in a problematic way. 

 Like the reason-based theorists discussed above, Ross assumed that the basic normative 

factors must all be positive or favouring ones, which in his case meant they must be prima facie 

duties rather than permissions. But imagine that you can give either a thousand units of 
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happiness to yourself or one unit to another person. Ross’s view implies that you’re required to 

give the one unit to the other person. This act is supported by the prima facie duty to promote the 

happiness of others, while the alternative is supported by no duty and therefore by nothing. So 

you’re required to prefer the other’s vastly smaller happiness. But surely you do nothing wrong if 

you prefer your own vastly greater happiness.16 

 We can avoid this implication if we supplement Ross’s view with some prima facie 

permissions. A permission to pursue your own happiness will make room for supererogatory 

acts, which Ross himself did not recognize; he thought that when doing so won’t violate any 

deontological constraint, you’re required to maximize the good.17 And a permission not to pursue 

your happiness will often yield his view that you have no duty to pursue your happiness without 

making it wrong for you to do so. You’ll be permitted to prefer one unit for another to two for 

yourself without that being your duty, and you’ll also be permitted to forgo two units of 

happiness when taking them wouldn’t affect anyone else. How far the resulting all-things-

considered permissions go will depend on what duty this prima facie permission is weighed 

against. If this is only the duty to promote other people’s happiness, as in Ross’s view, the 

resulting permission will be unlimited and you’ll also be permitted to prefer another’s one unit to 

a thousand for yourself and to simply forgo a thousand when no one else will be affected. But if 

the opposed duty is to promote happiness impartially, as we think is more plausible, the prima 

facie permission will eventually be outweighed and forgoing a thousand units in these cases will 

be wrong. Just as there is excessive agent-favouring, so some agent-sacrifice will then be 

excessive and forbidden. 
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3. A Band of Permissions 

 Positing two prima facie permissions yields an even broader range of all-things-

considered permissions, some agent-favouring and some agent-sacrificing, and this range can be 

helpfully represented in a diagram. In Figure 1 the vertical line represents different ratios 

between your own and another’s good, with agent-favouring ratios like 1:10 above the 1:1 

midpoint and agent-sacrificing ones like 10:1 below it. The shaded band includes all those ratios 

  
 

that permit you all things considered to choose either your own or another’s good, and the fact 

that this band extends around the midpoint shows that you have both kinds of permission, agent-

sacrificing as well as agent-favouring. You’re permitted to choose either your own or the other’s 

good both when it’s one unit for you or two for her, and when it’s two units for you or one for 

her. Moreover, the size and location of the band reflect views about how strong the prima facie 

permissions are. In Figure 1 the band stretches from the 1:5 ratio to 5:1, so you’re permitted to 

1:10 

1:5 

1:1 

5:1 

10:1 

Figure 1 

Band of permitted choice 
between your own and 
another’s good 

Ratio of your own to another’s good 

Agent-favouring choices 

Agent-sacrificing choices 
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prefer one unit of your own happiness to as many as five for another person, and one unit for 

another to as many as five for yourself. This treats the two permissions as moderately strong 

compared to the duty to promote happiness impartially: if the band were wider, running, say, 

from 1:10 to 10:1, they’d be stronger compared to this duty, whereas if it were narrower they’d 

be weaker. Figure 1 also treats the two permissions as of equal strength – note that the band is 

symmetrical around the 1:1 point –  and that too isn’t necessary. We may, for example, think the 

permission to pursue your own good is stronger than the permission not to, so the band should 

extend farther above the 1:1 point than it does below it, and we anticipated that possibility when 

we introduced the two kinds of permission. Our initial example of an agent-favouring permission 

had you choose one unit of happiness for yourself over five for another person, whereas for 

agent-sacrifice we had you choose one for another over two for yourself. This reflected our belief 

that, when the two are stated abstractly, the agent-favouring permission is intuitively more 

extensive, which demands an asymmetrical diagram, as in Figure 2. With more of the shaded 

band above the midpoint, there’s here more self-favouring allowed than self-sacrifice, or more 

extreme ratios permitted for the former than for the latter. But the opposite view is also in 

principle possible, with a band that extends further below the 1:1 point than it does above it. And 

the extreme of either view recognizes only agent-favouring or only agent-sacrificing 

permissions; this requires a diagram whose band starts at 1:1 and goes only up or only down. 
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 So far we’ve formulated the permissions in terms of ratios, so you’re allowed to prefer 

your own or another’s good up to a certain ratio but not beyond. But it may be wondered whether 

your permissions should instead depend, either wholly or in part, on the absolute size of the gap 

between your and the other’s good. Imagine that you give one unit of happiness to yourself 

rather than ten units to another person. Can what matters here be not that you cared ten times 

more about your happiness but that you preferred happiness of yours that was nine units smaller? 

Can the latter be what determines whether your act was permitted? 

 We don’t think your permissions can depend only on the absolute gap between your own 

and another’s good. Then if it was wrong to prefer one unit of happiness for yourself to ten for 

another, it would be equally wrong to prefer a million and one units for yourself to a million and 

ten for another. That’s surely implausible: at the million level a nine-unit gap is trivial. But more 

moderate views count both the absolute size and the ratio, saying the maximum ratios for 

1:10 

1:5 

1:1 

5:1 

10:1 

Figure 2 

Band of permitted choice 
between your own and 
another’s good 

Ratio of your own to another’s good 
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permitted favouring and sacrifice are different given different-sized totals. Is some view of this 

type preferable to one that looks only at ratios? 

               
Figure 3 

 
 These alternative views require a more complex diagram, as in Figure 3. Here the vertical 

axis represents the other’s good and the horizontal axis your own, while the 1:1 ratio is now a 

45-degree ray going out from the origin and the band of permissions has become a cone 

surrounding that ray. If your permissions depend only on the ratio between your and the other’s 

good, the rays bounding this cone are straight, as in Figure 3. (And note how the cone’s 

asymmetrical placement again allows more agent-favouring than agent-sacrifice.) But we can 

imagine other views. One allows greater ratios of favouring and sacrifice at greater absolute 

levels; this generates rays that bend out, as in Figure 4. Another, represented in Figure 5, allows 

smaller ratios at higher levels and has rays that bend in. Given this latter view, a degree of self-

favouring that’s permitted when dividing small benefits may not be permitted when dividing 

large ones. 
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Figure 4 

         
Figure 5 

 We think these views, and especially the last, have some intuitive appeal. But they all 

face what can be called a “batch” problem. Imagine that the view in Figure 5 allows you to 

favour yourself up to a 1:10 ratio when ten units of happiness are being divided but only up to 

1:8 when there are a hundred. Then if, when forced to divide a hundred units between yourself 

and another in one go, you give yourself ninety, you act wrongly, whereas if you could divide the 

hundred into ten lots and give yourself nine units from each you could reach the same outcome 
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permissibly. But surely it can’t make a moral difference whether you reach a ninety-ten division 

in one step or many, and since a version of this problem arises for any view that counts absolute 

size as well as ratios, we’ll stick from here on to the simpler view that looks only at ratios.18 

 Though in one sense straightforward, adding a second prima facie permission creates a 

problem for our account of supererogation. That account says that supererogatory acts are 

superior because, as well as exercising a prima facie permission, they fulfil a prima facie duty. 

But consider the case where you can produce either two units of happiness for yourself or one for 

another person. Here each of your options is supported by a prima facie permission, but if there’s 

a prima facie duty to promote happiness impartially, giving yourself the two units also fulfils that 

duty and should therefore be preferable in the same way supererogation is: it has more prima 

facie factors on its side. But this doesn’t seem true: preferring your own greater happiness in this 

case doesn’t seem better. The alternative of preferring the other’s lesser happiness also doesn’t 

seem better; your two options seem to be on a par. So our account of supererogation seems to 

have a counterintuitive implication when extended to agent-sacrifice. 

 There are several ways to avoid this implication. One is to say that, while the outweighed 

duty to promote happiness impartially does leave a trace in agent-favouring cases, it doesn’t in 

agent-sacrificing ones. This move isn’t completely impossible, since sometimes an outweighed 

duty doesn’t leave traces. If you let five patients who need transplants die because the only way 

to save them is to kill another innocent person, you shouldn’t feel compunction about letting the 

five die and don’t owe anyone compensation. Still, having the very same outweighed duty make 

a maximizing option superior in one kind of case but not another does seem to us worryingly ad 

hoc. Another possibility is to hold, as Ross did, that the competing duty is one to promote 
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happiness not impartially but only in other people. Then the outweighed duty won’t count in 

favour of the two units for yourself in agent-sacrificing cases and giving them to yourself won’t 

be preferable. But now the alternative of giving the one to the other will be preferable, and that 

too seems wrong; as we said, your two options seem on a par. In addition, the Rossian view 

implies that agent-sacrificing permissions never run out, so you’re permitted to prefer one unit of 

happiness for another to a thousand or a million for yourself, which we find implausible. We’re 

therefore not sure how to respond to this problem and will have to leave it unresolved. An 

initially promising account of supererogation seems to have counterintuitive implications when 

extended to agent-sacrifice, and while there are ways to avoid these implications, none is entirely 

satisfactory. 

 

4. A Moving Band 

 We’ve suggested that agent-sacrificing permissions are less extensive than agent-

favouring ones, and the intuitive case for them may also be less compelling. But some may go 

further and reject that case entirely, saying that while you’re permitted to prefer your own lesser 

to another’s greater good, you’re never permitted to do the opposite. To sacrifice your own 

greater for another’s lesser happiness is wrong. 

 In taking this line they may appeal to a Kantian duty of self-respect, or duty not to act in 

ways inconsistent with respecting yourself as equal in status to other persons and having the 

same rights and duties.19 One aspect of this duty, they may say, is a requirement to treat your 

own good as equally important to other people’s and therefore never to subordinate it to theirs. 

But you do subordinate it if you prefer their lesser to your greater happiness.20 
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 We don’t find this argument persuasive. If self-respect involves properly honouring your 

status, rights, and duties, it presupposes an independent account of what those are and can’t 

determine their content. If you don’t have an independent permission to prefer others’ lesser 

happiness, your doing so may well show self-disrespect. But imagine that you do have such a 

permission, sacrifice no further than it allows, and have the following beliefs: that you’re only 

permitted to prefer another’s lesser happiness but have no duty to do so; that you’re also 

permitted to prefer your own lesser happiness, and even to do so to a greater extent; and that 

your mix of permissions and duties is exactly the same as everyone else’s. If you then make a 

free choice to prefer another’s lesser happiness, knowing that it’s a free choice and in no way 

required, you surely violate no duty of self-respect. 

 This leaves the bare claim that you’re not permitted to prefer another’s lesser good, 

which we again find unpersuasive. But we think there’s something to be learned from a more 

restricted versions of it suggested to us by Sergio Tenenbaum.21 He notes, rightly in our view, 

that the most intuitively compelling cases of permitted agent-sacrifice involve someone closely 

related to you, such as a spouse, child, or friend. If we’re asked to imagine a case where 

preferring another’s lesser happiness is allowed, we naturally think first of ones where the other 

is some kind of intimate. As a partial skeptic about agent-sacrifice, Tenenbaum concludes that 

it’s permitted only with people who are close to you and not at all with strangers. While not 

condemning all such sacrifice, he does condemn it outside a specified area. 

 We’re not persuaded even by this weaker anti-sacrifice view; we think you’re permitted 

to prefer the slightly lesser happiness of someone you’ve never met, for example by continuing 

to contribute to charity a little beyond the point where the benefit to others becomes less than the 
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cost to you. But we think there’s truth in a generalization of Tenenbaum’s view, namely that the 

degree of agent-sacrifice you’re permitted is greater the closer another person is to you, so the 

gap between your greater and her lesser happiness can be larger with a spouse or child than it can 

be with a stranger. It can be all things considered permissible to give up a very enjoyable night 

out to comfort a child with a mild illness, whereas it wouldn’t be permissible to make the same 

sacrifice for a stranger. It can be permissible to forgo the opportunity for major career success to 

allow a smaller career success for your spouse, but not for someone you haven’t met. While 

some degree of agent-sacrifice is permitted with strangers, it’s significantly less than with 

intimates. 

 We also accept a complementary view: that the degree of agent-favouring you’re 

permitted is smaller the closer someone is to you. With a stranger you’re permitted to prefer your 

own lesser to his significantly greater good. On some views you’re permitted to prefer keeping 

$1000 to saving the life of someone starving on the other side of the world, but surely no one 

thinks it’s permissible to prefer keeping $1000 to saving the life of a close friend, and it would 

be appalling to prefer keeping $1000 to saving the life of your child. In these cases the duty to 

save the other clearly outweighs the permission to seek your own happiness. So whereas the 

degree of agent-sacrifice you’re permitted increases the closer someone is to you, the degree of 

agent-favouring you’re permitted decreases. 

 These two views have a combined effect: in our diagrams the band of permissions no 

longer has a fixed position, as it did in Figures 1 and 2, but moves down as the person whose 

happiness you can promote gets closer to you. If she’s a stranger, the band comes fairly far up 

the diagram, with its top much farther above the 1:1 midpoint than its bottom is below it. If she’s 
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a friend, the band is lower down; maybe now it’s symmetrical around the midpoint, with as much 

self-sacrifice allowed as self-preference. And if she’s a spouse or child, the band is even lower, 

with its bottom farther below the midpoint than its top is above it. A sequence of diagrams with 

these features is given in Figure 6, where the diagram on the left represents your permissions 

concerning strangers, the one in the middle those for friends, and the one on the right those for a 

spouse or child. As the person you can benefit becomes more of an intimate the whole band 

moves down, allowing less agent-favouring and more agent-sacrifice. 

  

 We find this idea intuitively attractive and it also has a natural explanation, one that 

reverses that for the locations of the bands in Figures 1 and 2. In those diagrams we assumed that 

there’s just one prima facie duty, to promote everyone’s happiness impartially, and saw what 

results when that duty is weighed against prima facie permissions with different strengths 

compared to each other. If the permission to pursue your own good is stronger than the 

Figure 6 
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permission not to, the band of permissions stretches farther above the 1:1 point than it does 

below it, as in Figure 2; if the permission not to pursue your good is stronger, the opposite is 

true. 

 But common-sense morality doesn’t think there’s just one duty to promote happiness 

impartially. It accepts what C.D. Broad called “self-referential altruism,” the view that you have 

stronger duties to promote the good of people who are closer to you, so you’re required to show 

some degree of partiality toward those who are close.22 If you can give either two units of 

happiness to a stranger or one to a friend, you ought to give the one to your friend because he’s 

closer; if you can give either two units to a friend or one to your child, you should for the same 

reason favour your child. But then we can see the movement of the band in Figure 6 as resulting 

when prima facie permissions of constant strength are weighed against duties of differing 

strengths. Consider first agent-favouring. If you can give either less happiness to yourself or 

more happiness to a stranger, your duty to benefit the stranger is, because he’s a stranger, 

comparatively weak. It will therefore often be outweighed by your permission to pursue your 

own happiness, making your all-things-considered permission to favour yourself fairly extensive. 

But if the other is a friend or spouse, the opposing duty is stronger and the resulting permission 

will run out more quickly: favouring that would be permitted with a stranger is not permitted 

here. Something similar happens with agent-sacrifice. Here your duty to promote the other’s 

happiness positively supports your permission not to promote your own, since the more you 

ought to benefit her, the more you’re permitted to prefer hers to yours. But with a stranger this 

duty is comparatively weak, and only weakly supports the permission against the duty to pursue 

your happiness that comes, say, from the duty to promote happiness impartially; the result is only 
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a limited permission to prefer the other’s good. But as she becomes closer, your duty to promote 

her good gets stronger and the resulting all-things-considered permission becomes more 

extensive. Weighing your two prima facie permissions against duties of increasing strength leads 

to less extensive permissions to favour yourself and more extensive ones to favour her. 

 

5. The Moving Band: Further Questions 

 There are therefore theoretical as well as intuitive reasons believe the band of 

permissions moves, but there are also more detailed questions about this view. In Figure 6 the 

majority of the diagrams are asymmetrical, allowing either more agent-favouring or more agent-

sacrifice. But the sequence of diagrams embodies a kind of symmetry, since it ends with an 

agent-sacrificing permission that’s exactly as extensive as the agent-favouring one with which it 

begins; while asymmetrical at particular points, it’s symmetrical as a whole. And the same 

symmetry can be a feature of other sequences, which start either higher or lower on the scale but 

also end the same distance below the 1:1 point as they began above it. 

 But though this kind of symmetry is possible, we don’t find it most plausible. We think 

the degree of agent-sacrifice you’re permitted with your closest intimates is less than the degree 

of agent-favouring you’re permitted with strangers, so that even at the extremes your agent-

sacrificing permissions extend less far. We’ve said that on some views you’re permitted to prefer 

keeping $1000 to saving the life of a distant stranger, but it’s surely not permissible – it’s beyond 

the threshold of permissible agent-sacrifice – to sacrifice your life to save $1000 for your spouse 

or child. That would be wildly unreasonable.23 You may be permitted to watch a favourite TV 

show rather than help a stranger achieve a major career success, but it would be excessive to 
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forgo a major success for yourself to allow your child a night of TV. For us a plausible sequence 

of permissions must start with a band that extends farther above the 1:1 point than its final band 

extends below it, so you can prefer yourself more to strangers than you can sacrifice yourself to 

your closest intimates. A view of this kind is represented in Figure 7, and it sustains the priority 

we initially gave to agent-favouring permissions. Though with your closest intimates you’re 

permitted more agent-sacrifice than agent-favouring, with people in general you’re permitted 

more agent-favouring, because the greatest self-preference you’re ever permitted is greater than 

your greatest allowed self-sacrifice.

 There’s a further issue to consider. In Figures 6 and 7 the band of permissions stays the 

same width as it moves down the graph, so that with all people the gap between your greatest 

allowed self-favouring and greatest allowed self-sacrifice is the same. A natural question is 

whether this is necessary. Must the band always be the same width, or can it either narrow or 

widen as the person you can benefit becomes closer to you? Can there be a bigger or a smaller

  
Figure 7 
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gap between your maximum permissions for intimates than there is for strangers, or is the gap 

always the same size? 

 There’s an intuitive limit on any possible changes in width. We’ve said both that your 

agent-favouring permissions are less extensive with intimates and that your agent-sacrificing 

ones are broader, so the ends of the band should move in the same direction. But consistent with 

this, there’s an intuitive case for its narrowing as it moves down. 

 We’ve said that on some views you’re permitted to keep $1000 rather than save a distant 

stranger. If this is right, then the maximum permitted ratio for agent-favouring with strangers is 

considerably more than 1:10, and that’s so even if you need to have $10,000 at stake to be 

permitted not to save a stranger. Let’s say, somewhat arbitrarily, that the top of the band of 

permissions for strangers is at the ratio 1:20. And let’s add that the maximum permitted ratio for 

agent-sacrifice with strangers is just 2:1. This makes the band for strangers quite wide, running 

from 1:20  at the top to 2:1 at the bottom. But though more agent-sacrifice is permitted with a 

spouse or child than with a stranger, we think there are fairly strict limits on this sacrifice, so 

you’re not permitted to prefer her much lesser good. Let’s say the maximum ratio for sacrifice 

with an intimate is 5:1, which is just modestly greater than for a stranger. This means that for the 

band to stay the same width as it moves down, the maximum agent-favouring permitted with 

intimates must be by the same modest amount less; more specifically, it must be the same three 

units down from the maximum for strangers, that is, it must be 1:20 minus 1:3 equals 1:17 for 

intimates. We find that highly counterintuitive. We think you’re only permitted some slight self-

favouring with a spouse or child, if you’re permitted any at all, and you’re certainly not 

permitted to care seventeen times as much about yourself as about a spouse or child. So it seems 
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that the top of the band must move down much more than the bottom does, resulting in a band of 

permissions that narrows, as in Figure 8. 

  

 This point can be put more abstractly. With strangers, it’s intuitive that you’re permitted a 

significant amount of agent-favouring but only a small amount of agent-sacrifice. With intimates 

you’re permitted only a small amount of agent-favouring but also only a modest amount of 

agent-sacrifice – remember that you may not sacrifice your life to save $1000 or even $10,000 

for your child. So the overall extent of your permissions is less with intimates, and the band that 

represents them should be narrower. 

 Unfortunately, it’s hard to reconcile these intuitions with the explanation we gave of why 

the band  moves down. That explanation weighs prima facie permissions of constant weight 

against prima facie duties of differing weights: as the duty to benefit another gets stronger, it tells 

more against the permission to favour yourself and more for the permission to favour her, 

Figure 8 
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reducing the one and extending the other. But then it’s hard to see how the width of the band can 

change. Shouldn’t the same change in the strength of a duty have the same effect on both 

permissions, so the resulting reduction and extension are the same size and the band’s top and 

bottom move the same distance? How can the same alteration in a factor that weighs against two 

permissions not yield the same result against both? 

 There seems then to be a conflict between some intuitive judgements about the width of 

the band of permissions and a natural explanation of why the band moves. We could avoid this 

conflict by rejecting some of the intuitive judgements, saying either that your agent-favouring 

permissions with strangers are less extensive than we thought – maybe you’re not permitted to 

keep $1000 rather than save a stranger – or that your agent-sacrificing ones with intimates are 

more so. Alternatively, we could say that strengthening the duty to promote another’s happiness 

has more effect against the permission to pursue your happiness than against the permission not 

to, so the reduction in your agent-favouring permission is greater than the expansion in your 

agent-sacrificing one. This is again in principle possible. Just as your permission to pursue your 

happiness can have more weight against one kind of duty than against another, so perhaps a duty 

to benefit can have more weight against one permission than against another. But this idea still 

seems worryingly ad hoc. If the two permissions are of the same type but just have contrary 

contents, shouldn’t the same duty interact with them in the same way? 

 We have no satisfying solution to this conflict, though perhaps others will propose one. 

But we hope to have raised some new issues in this paper. There’s been considerable 

philosophical discussion of permissions to produce less than the best outcome impartially 

considered, though perhaps more of agent-favouring than of agent-sacrificing ones. But we know 
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of no discussion that asks how the two types of permission relate to each other and which, if 

either, is more extensive. There’s also been discussion of self-referential altruism, the view that 

you have stronger duties to people who are closer to you. But again we know of no discussion 

that relates this view to the two types of permission. Here we’ve argued that as someone gets 

closer to you your permissions concerning her change, getting less extensive on the agent-

favouring side and more extensive on the agent-sacrificing one. You can favour yourself less 

over intimates than over strangers, and you can favour them over yourself more. If there’s a band 

within which you’re permitted to choose either your own or another’s good, that band moves 

down.
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